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Introduction 1 

 2 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 3 

A. My name is Peter Lazare. My business address is 527 East Capitol Avenue, Springfield, 4 

Illinois  62701. 5 

 6 

Q. What is your present position? 7 

A. I am a Senior Rate Analyst with the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”). I 8 

work in the Financial Analysis Division on rate design and cost-of-service issues. 9 

 10 

Q. What is your experience in the regulatory field? 11 

A. My experience includes nineteen years of employment at the Commission where I have 12 

provided testimony and performed related ratemaking tasks. My testimony has addressed 13 

cost-of-service, rate design, revenue requirement, load forecasting and demand-side 14 

management issues that concern electric, gas and water utilities. 15 

 16 

 Previously, I served as a Research Associate with the Tellus Institute, an energy and 17 

environmental consulting firm in Boston, Massachusetts. I also spent two years with the 18 

Minnesota Department of Public Service as a Senior Rate Analyst, addressing rate design 19 

issues and evaluating utility-sponsored energy conservation programs. 20 

 21 

Q. Please discuss your educational background. 22 
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A. I received a B.A. in Economics and History from the University of Wisconsin and an 23 

M.A. in Economics from the University of Illinois at Springfield in 1996. 24 

 25 

Q. What is the subject of your testimony in this proceeding? 26 

A. My testimony focuses on cost of service and rate design for electric service for Ameren 27 

Illinois Company (“AIC”, “Ameren” or “the Company”).  28 

 29 

Q. Do you base the proposals in your direct testimony on the revenue requirement 30 

proposed by Ameren or the revenue requirement proposed by Staff in this case? 31 

A. I develop my proposals based on Ameren’s proposed revenue requirement. 32 

 33 

Q. Does that mean that you believe that Ameren’s revenue requirement should be 34 

approved in this case? 35 

A. No, I developed my proposals at the Company’s proposed revenue requirement to provide 36 

a basis to compare how the Company and Staff would design rates to recover a given 37 

revenue requirement.  Nevertheless, I support Staff’s proposed revenue requirement in 38 

this case and I believe that my across-the-board approaches to class revenue allocations 39 

and rate designs should be applied to Staff’s proposed revenue requirement in this case. 40 

 41 

Cost of Service Issues 42 

 43 

Q. What is the purpose of an Embedded Cost of Service Study (“ECOSS”)? 44 
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A. An ECOSS seeks to determine the responsibility of ratepayers for the costs incurred by 45 

the utility. The results of the study serve as a guide for determining the level of revenues 46 

to be received from the various customer classes and for designing rates to recover those 47 

revenues. 48 

 49 

Q. What is the first cost of service issue in this case? 50 

A. It concerns how Ameren customers are divided up for the purpose of cost allocation and 51 

rate design. 52 

 53 

Q. Please explain this breakdown. 54 

A. Ameren customers are divided in two ways for ratemaking purposes. First, they are 55 

broken down into three rate zones that correspond to the legacy utilities: Zone I 56 

(AmerenCIPS); Zone II (AmerenCILCO); and Zone III (AmerenIP). Then, each of the 57 

rate zones is divided into rate classes which are the same for the three rate zones. They 58 

are as follows: 59 

  Residential Service  DS-1 All residential customers 60 

  Small General Service  DS-2 Non-residential up to 150 kW 61 

  General Service   DS-3  Non-residential, 150 kW up to 1,000 kW 62 

  Large General Service  DS-4  Non-residential 1,000 kW and greater 63 

  Lighting Service  DS-5 All photo-eye controlled lighting 64 

 (Ameren Ex. 13.0E (Revised), p. 5) 65 

 66 

Q. What rate classes does Ameren propose for this case? 67 

A. The Company proposes to maintain the current classes for all three rate zones. 68 

 69 
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Q. Do you find Ameren’s position on this issue to be reasonable? 70 

A. Yes. I have not identified any issues arising from the composition of Ameren’s rate 71 

classes and therefore find no need to revise the current rate class structure. 72 

 73 

Q. What is the next cost of service issue? 74 

A. The issue concerns whether a single electric ECOSS for Ameren’s entire Illinois service 75 

territory or three ECOSSs for Ameren’s rate zones should be used for ratemaking in this 76 

case. 77 

 78 

Q. Did Ameren provide a single electric ECOSS in its initial filing for this proceeding? 79 

A. Yes, the Company presented a single electric ECOSS for the entire Illinois service 80 

territory (“Initial electric ECOSS”) as part of its initial filing in this docket. Ameren 81 

witness Schonhoff sponsors and supports the study. (Am. Ex. 14.1E, p. 2) 82 

 83 

Q. Does the filing of a single electric ECOSS constitute a change from Ameren’s 84 

previous rate case (Docket Nos. 09-0306-09-0311 (Cons.))? 85 

A. Yes. In its previous case (Docket No. 09-0306-09-0311 (Cons.)) Ameren filed three 86 

ECOSSs for AmerenCIPS, AmerenCILCO and AmerenIP, respectively. (Docket Nos. 09-87 

0306-09-0311 (Cons.) Schedule E-6) 88 

  89 

Q. Does Ameren explain why it decided to file only a single electric ECOSS in this 90 

case? 91 
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A. Ameren does not address the issue directly. Company witness Jones notes “that the 92 

former legacy utilities have been reorganized and merged into one utility” and that the 93 

Company has received approval to implement a single tariff book. (Ameren Ex. 13.0E, p. 94 

6) However, the single tariff book that was filed contains distinct tariffs for each of the 95 

former Ameren Illinois utilities.  Mr. Jones does not explain why having filed the tariffs 96 

for the legacy utilities in a single tariff book gave Ameren the authority to include only 97 

one electric ECOSS in its initial filing. 98 

 99 

Q. Were there subsequent events that may have caused Ameren to reconsider its 100 

decision to file a single electric ECOSS for its Illinois territory? 101 

A. Yes. There were two relevant events after the initial filing. The first was a deficiency 102 

letter issued by the Administrative Law Judges (“ALJs”) on February 23 (“February 103 

Deficiency Letter”) in response to Ameren’s initial filing.  That letter stated that a single 104 

electric ECOSS does not satisfy the requirements of Section 285.5110 of the Illinois 105 

Administrative Code (83 Ill. Adm. Code) pertaining to the filing of an ECOSS via 106 

Schedule E-6 and directed Ameren to provide a separate ECOSS for each rate zone, 107 

stating: 108 

 Because the three rate zones described in AIC’s tariffs are assessed different rates, 109 

separate cost of service studies must be provided. AIC did not provide the 110 

required cost service studies for each rate zone. Please provide separate and 111 

distinct cost of service studies for each of the three rate zones as soon as possible. 112 

(Deficiency Letter, p. 2) 113 

 114 

Q. What was the second event relevant to this ECOSS issue? 115 
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A. The second event was the March 15, 2011 Final Order issued by the Commission in the 116 

proceeding to address accounting cost issues for the merged Ameren Illinois Company 117 

(Docket No. 10-0517). That Order which was issued after Ameren’s initial filing in this 118 

case rejected the Company’s proposals to modify “the manner in which AIU records and 119 

maintains various accounting data”. (Final Order, Docket No. 10-0517, March 15, 2011, 120 

p. 1) One of Ameren’s proposals, “Proposal 5” sought to allow “a single jurisdictional 121 

COSS and revenue requirement; a single combined rate base” in subsequent Part 285 rate 122 

filings. (Id., p. 3) The Commission said this about the Ameren proposal: 123 

 Because of the importance the Commission places on having reliable information 124 

and its interest in fostering cost-based rates, the Commission can not disregard the 125 

historical costs at the heart of the legacy utilities’ current rates simply because 126 

AIC would find it convenient to do so. Accordingly, the Commission finds that 127 

Staff’s primary position regarding Proposal 5 should be adopted. Adopting Staff’s 128 

approach would facilitate the Commission’s ability to set cost-based rates until the 129 

rate zones are merged. As long as separate rates are charged for each of the three 130 

legacy utilities, the costs and revenues of each legacy utility should be considered 131 

when rates are set. (Final Order 10-0517, p. 21) 132 

 133 

Q. What subsequent action did Ameren take on this issue? 134 

A.  Ameren filed separate electric ECOSSs (“Rate Zone ECOSSs”) for each of the former 135 

Ameren Illinois utilities. They were filed on March 24, 2011 in response to the ALJs’ 136 

February deficiency letter.  (Response of AIC to List of ALJ’s Deficiencies) 137 

 138 

Q. Did Ameren provide the same level of support for the Rate Zone electric ECOSSs as 139 

it did for the Initial electric ECOSS? 140 
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A. No, it did not. While Ameren filed testimony to support the single electric ECOSS 141 

presented in its initial filing, it did not present any corresponding explanation or support 142 

for the Rate Zone ECOSSs provided in response to the ALJ deficiency letter. 143 

 144 

Q. Should the Commission give any weight to the single electric ECOSS Ameren 145 

submitted in its initial filing? 146 

A. No, it should not. The single electric ECOSS is not consistent with the Commission’s 147 

Final Order for Docket No. 10-0517 which expressed a clear preference to use cost 148 

studies for the three rate zones rather than a single electric study for the entire Illinois 149 

service territory. In its conclusion, the Commission criticizes the use of a single ECOSS, 150 

stating, “[b]y combining the data and information of the legacy utilities as suggested in 151 

Proposal 5, by its own admission AIC gives no consideration to the historic costs which 152 

are the foundations of current rates.” (Final Order, Docket No. 10-0517, March 15, 2011, 153 

p. 20) The Commission goes on to state that, “[a]s long as separate rates are charged for 154 

each of the three legacy utilities, the costs and revenues of each legacy utility should be 155 

considered when rates are set.” (Id., p. 21) The Order presents no corresponding 156 

statement about the need to consider costs for Ameren’s Illinois system as a whole in the 157 

rate setting process. Thus, the Commission calls for using separate cost studies for the 158 

three rate zones corresponding to the three legacy utilities, AmerenCIPS, AmerenCILCO 159 

and AmerenIP, as the cost foundation for ratemaking. 160 

 161 

Q. Have you examined whether the Rate Zone ECOSSs are of sufficient accuracy to 162 

serve as the foundation for ratemaking in this case? 163 
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A. Yes. 164 

 165 

Q. What was the first area you examined for these Rate Zone ECOSSs? 166 

A. I first examined the reasonableness of the allocators for those ECOSSs.  167 

 168 

Q. What was the first issue that you addressed for those allocators? 169 

A. The issue concerns how the cost allocations in the Rate Zone ECOSSs provided in 170 

response to the ALJs’ deficiency letter compare with allocators contained in the single 171 

electric ECOSS presented in the initial filing. 172 

 173 

Q. What did you find? 174 

A. I determined that the same allocators were used for the Initial ECOSS and the Rate Zone 175 

ECOSSs. 176 

 177 

Q. What does this imply for the testimony by Ameren witness Schonhoff (Ameren Ex. 178 

14.0E) on allocation issues? 179 

A. It implies that his testimony on allocation issues for the Initial ECOSS also applies to the 180 

Rate Zone ECOSSs. 181 

 182 

Q. Does Mr. Schonhoff indicate that the Company has made any changes to the 183 

allocation methodology presented in its previous rate case (Docket No. 09-0306-09-184 

0311 (Cons.))? 185 
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A. Yes. Mr. Schonhoff states that the Company has made a change by employing the 186 

Coincident Peak (CP) allocator for distribution lines and substations to conform to the 187 

Commission Order in Docket Nos. 09-0306-09-0311 (Cons.). (Ameren Ex. 14.0-E, p. 13) 188 

 189 

Q. Please comment on Mr. Schonhoff’s proposal to use the CP allocator for primary 190 

lines and substations. 191 

A. The proposal is reasonable because it reflects both the current Commission position on 192 

the issue and cost-causation principles as argued by Staff in Docket Nos. 09-0306-09-193 

0311 (Cons.). (Staff Ex. 7.0, pp. 6-9) 194 

 195 

Q. How do you assess Ameren’s proposed allocations for other system costs? 196 

A. I find the remaining cost allocations to be consistent with the Ameren approach that the 197 

Commission approved in Docket Nos. 09-0306-09-0311 (Cons.). Therefore, I find 198 

Ameren’s choice of allocators to be acceptable for ratemaking in this case. Since all the 199 

ECOSSs filed by Ameren in this proceeding have employed the same allocation 200 

approach, my conclusion would apply to all the Ameren ECOSSs filed in this case. 201 

  202 

Q. What is the next issue concerning the reasonableness of the Rate Zone ECOSSs 203 

provided in response to the ALJs’ deficiency letter? 204 

A. That issue is whether the costs to be allocated among rate classes are accurate as well. If 205 

not, that could undermine the reasonableness of the Rate Zone ECOSS results, regardless 206 

of the allocators being used. 207 

 208 
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Q. Do you have any concerns about the costs that are allocated in Ameren’s Rate Zone 209 

ECOSSs? 210 

A. Yes. I have concerns about how those costs have been developed.  211 

 212 

Q. At what level of costs do you find problems? 213 

A. My concerns focus on plant and reserve for depreciation accounts. The problems lie not 214 

in the general functional categories of costs such as Intangible Plant, Transmission Plant, 215 

Distribution Plant and General Plant, overall. Rather, they arise when those functional 216 

categories are broken down into individual FERC accounts. I have concerns about the 217 

accuracy of the costs at that level. I am also concerned because the sum of the FERC 218 

accounts for the three rate zones do not always equate to the total for those accounts in 219 

the Illinois-wide electric ECOSS presented in the initial filing. 220 

 221 

Q. Does the Company identify the sources for the electric utility costs allocated among 222 

rate classes? 223 

A. Yes. Those sources are presented in response to Staff DR PL 12.01 (Attached to my 224 

testimony as Attachment A) which states that different approaches were taken for plant 225 

and expense costs. For plant, the Company indicates it kept September 2010 balances for 226 

the general categories of Intangible Plant, Transmission Plant, Distribution Plant and 227 

General Plant for each rate zone. When it comes to individual FERC accounts, however, 228 

Ameren no longer keeps such data for the rate zones corresponding to the legacy utilities, 229 

noting “that AIC’s budget tool does not capture FERC level account detail, but instead 230 

captures the budget at a functional level.” (Ameren response to Staff DR PL 12.01) This 231 
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separate data was maintained for the individual rate zones as recently as Ameren’s 232 

previous rate case (Docket Nos. 09-0306-09-0311 (Cons.). As a result, Ameren finds it 233 

necessary in this case to employ an allocation process to determine the FERC account 234 

balances for each rate zone. 235 

 236 

Q. Please describe how individual FERC account costs are allocated to the Rate Zone 237 

ECOSSs. 238 

A. Ameren starts with the total amount in each FERC account for its Illinois jurisdiction. 239 

That Illinois total is then allocated to the three rate zones based upon their respective 240 

shares of the general category of plant which contains that FERC account. I prepared an 241 

illustration of the approach for distribution Accounts 360-374, which is presented in the 242 

attached Schedule 14.01. For example, Rate Zone III (AmerenIP) accounts for 51.0% of 243 

Ameren’s September 2010 Illinois distribution plant. Then, the Company’s proposed 244 

approach allocates 51.0% of each FERC account for the Illinois jurisdiction to Rate Zone 245 

III. From there, Ameren indicates that “[v]arious adjustments were made to assign costs 246 

based on the asset separation project and remove electric transmission to establish the 247 

appropriate jurisdictional rate base.”  (Ameren response to Staff DR PL 12.01) 248 

 249 

Q. Does the Company’s proposed allocation of the FERC accounts to the Rate Zones 250 

raise a concern? 251 

A. Yes. Ameren offers no support its underlying assumption that a rate zone’s FERC 252 

account balance should be proportional to its share of the general plant category 253 

containing that account. In fact, experience suggests that they will diverge. I prepared the 254 
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attached Schedule 14.02 which presents a similar comparison for distribution plant for the 255 

three legacy utilities based on the cost studies Ameren filed in Docket No. 09-0306-09-256 

0311 (Cons.). As shown in Schedule 14.02, the ratios for individual FERC accounts 257 

varied considerably from the ratios for overall distribution plant for the legacy utilities 258 

corresponding to the current rate zones. There is no reason to believe that the ratios of 259 

FERC account balances between the three rate zones will fall into line as assumed by 260 

Ameren’s allocation methodology. 261 

 262 

Q. Do you have any further concerns about the FERC account balances contained in 263 

the Rate Zone ECOSSs? 264 

A. Yes. Discrepancies also arise in: (1) FERC account balances pertaining to the reserve for 265 

depreciation; and (2) FERC subfunction balances within plant accounts. For example, the 266 

Rate Zone ECOSSs present a combined total of $577,608,000 in reserve for Account 267 

364-Poles, Towers and Fixtures for the three rate zones while Ameren’s Initial ECOSS 268 

presents a reserve for that account of $594,810,000, a difference of $17,202,000. In 269 

addition, the Account 370-Meters for the three rate zones, which total $39,312,000, 270 

significantly exceeds the comparable figure in Ameren’s Initial ECOSS of $28,935,000. 271 

Several examples of the discrepancies are presented in the attached Schedule 14.03. 272 

 273 

Q. How could these discrepancies affect the Rate Zone ECOSS results? 274 

A. Different distribution plant and reserve accounts require different allocators to be cost 275 

based. Account 364-Pole, Towers and Fixtures is allocated on the basis of a demand 276 

allocator while Account 370-Meters is allocated on a customer basis. If the reserve for 277 
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depreciation is understated for Poles, Towers and Fixtures and overstated for Meters, that 278 

could benefit smaller customers who generally receive a greater allocation of customer 279 

costs than demand costs. If the opposite is true, then large customers will benefit. Either 280 

situation will produce inaccurate results. 281 

 282 

Q. What is the issue for plant subfunctions? 283 

A. There appear be other discrepancies between the Rate Zone ECOSSs and the Initial 284 

ECOSS. For example, the breakdowns for Account 364-Poles, Towers and Fixtures in the 285 

Rate Zone ECOSSs differ from the Initial ECOSS as follows: 286 

     Three Rate Zones Initial Filing  287 

       ECOSS       ECOSS  Difference 288 

  Subtransmission 331,012,000  344,069,000  13,056,000 289 

  Primary  544,553,000  536,709,000  (7,844,000) 290 

  Secondary  149,047,000  144,055,000  (4,992,000) 291 

 292 

Likewise, the corresponding breakdowns for Account 365-Overhead Conduit and Devices 293 

are as follows: 294 

     Three Rate Zones Initial Filing  295 

       ECOSS       ECOSS  Difference 296 

  Subtransmission 305,275,000  317,282,000  12,007,000 297 

  Primary  502,212,000  494,925,000  (7,287,000) 298 

  Secondary  137,458,000  132,840,000  (4,618,000) 299 

 300 

Q. Why do these differences constitute a problem? 301 
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A. The costs contained in the Subtransmission, Primary and Secondary subfunctions are each 302 

allocated to different customer groups. Any discrepancies in the totals will distort the 303 

amount of costs allocated to customer classes. 304 

 305 

Q. Is this problem confined to plant? 306 

A. No. It impacts expenses as well. That is due to the fact that the allocation of expenses 307 

generally follows the allocation of plant. For example, Accounts 581-Load Dispatching, 308 

598-Miscellaneous Distribution Plant, 924-Property Insurance and 927-Franchise 309 

Requirements as well as depreciation and amortization of the regulatory asset and 310 

franchise taxes are allocated according to distribution plant. To the extent that 311 

inaccuracies arise for distribution plant at either the FERC account or subfunction level, 312 

that will distort the resulting allocations of these expense accounts. In addition, there are 313 

both operation and maintenance expenses as well as depreciation and amortization 314 

expenses allocated according to Account 364-Poles, Fixtures and Towers and 365-315 

Overhead Conduit and Devices. To the extent that discrepancies exist in the allocation of 316 

those plant accounts, expense items will be impacted as well. 317 

 318 

Q. How does this problem impact the Rate Zone ECOSSs’ results? 319 

A. Because the general functional categories of costs are based on actual costs within the rate 320 

zones, the problems with the FERC accounts do not undermine the usefulness of the Rate 321 

Zone ECOSSs in gauging the overall performance of the three rate zones in recovering 322 

their respective costs. However, the problems with the costs at the FERC account level 323 

undermine their usefulness for allocating costs within rate zones to customer classes. 324 
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 325 

Q. Why do you find the Rate Zone ECOSSs problematic for allocating to customer 326 

classes? 327 

A. The previously discussed shortcomings in the Rate Zone ECOSSs call into question 328 

allocations not only for plant accounts but also depreciation, amortization and other 329 

expenses. This seriously compromises the Rate Zone ECOSSs. To the extent that the 330 

foundation is flawed, the study will provide an inexact measure of how classes recover 331 

system costs relative to each other. This, in turn, impedes a cost-based allocation of the 332 

revenue requirement among rate classes. In addition, the problems undermine the 333 

usefulness of the Rate Zone ECOSSs as a guide for the design of individual rate elements. 334 

Thus, the Rate Zone ECOSSs are sufficiently flawed such that they should not be used for 335 

ratemaking at the customer class level. 336 

 337 

Q. Please explain why the Rate Zone ECOSSs can be used to assess overall cost 338 

recovery by the individual rate zones. 339 

A. The problems with the studies lie at the FERC account and subfunction levels as has been 340 

discussed previously. Nevertheless, the studies are consistent at the general functional 341 

category level and they provide a sufficient basis for determining how each of the rate 342 

zones recover costs on an overall basis under current and proposed rates. So, for example, 343 

Rate Zones I, II and III earn rates of returns of 5.76, 4.61 and 9.05% respectively, under 344 

current rates. The higher return for Rate Zone III indicates it should receive a smaller 345 

increase than Zones I and II . Since Rate Zone III has higher current rates, the results 346 

provide support for moving closer to uniform rate levels as Ameren proposes. 347 
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 348 

 Class Revenue Allocations 349 

 350 

Q. Please explain the relationship between the cost of service and class revenue 351 

allocations. 352 

A. The cost of service provides the foundation on which to base class revenue allocations 353 

because a cost-based approach is believed to promote both fairness and efficiency. 354 

However, cost is not the only consideration in the process. Concerns about potential bill 355 

impacts have also played a central role in shaping class revenue allocations for customers 356 

of both Ameren and other Illinois utilities as well. 357 

 358 

Q. What general approach does Ameren take to allocate revenues among customer 359 

classes in this case? 360 

A. Ameren employs a two-step revenue allocation process. The first step allocates the 361 

revenue requirement to the three rate zones and the second step allocates to customer 362 

classes within those zones. 363 

 364 

Q. What objectives does Mr. Jones identify for Ameren’s proposed class revenue 365 

allocation approach? 366 

A. One objective he identifies is for class rates in the three rate zones to “begin to converge” 367 

He expresses the hope that rates within each zone “gradually move toward the average for 368 

the entire AIC class.” (Ameren Ex. 13.0E, p. 11) A second objective is to avoid potential 369 

bill impacts. (Ameren Ex. 13.0E, p. 13) 370 
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 371 

Q. What specific proposals does Mr. Jones make to advance these objectives? 372 

A. He proposes a two-step process to allocate the revenue requirement among rate classes. 373 

First, he proposes to limit increases for any rate class to a maximum of 1.5 times the 374 

system average increase. (Ameren Ex. 13.0E, p. 12) The Company declines to adopt any 375 

additional constraints for customers at the subclass level. (Ameren Ex. 13.0E, pp. 14-15) 376 

 377 

The second step would move rate zones closer to uniformity. For each customer class, 378 

Mr. Jones proposes moving toward uniformity, subject to the limitation that no class 379 

within a rate zone collectively receive more than 125% of the average increase for the 380 

class. (Ameren Ex. 13.0E, p. 12) 381 

 382 

Q. What cost foundation does Ameren use for its proposed class revenue allocation? 383 

A. Ameren witness Jones indicates that a single electric ECOSS based on total AIC costs 384 

serves as the foundation for Ameren’s proposal. (Ameren Ex. 13.0E, p. 11) He justifies 385 

this approach on the grounds that “AIC is a single electric utility, not three electric 386 

utilities.” Mr. Jones further states that “[u]sing a single AIC ECOSS recognizes that costs 387 

are no longer distinguished by legacy utility. “ (Ameren Ex. 13.0E, p. 11) 388 

 389 

Q. What is your opinion of the Company’s proposed class revenue allocations? 390 

A. The Company’s proposal is fundamentally flawed. Ameren’s decision to base its 391 

approach on its Initial ECOSS is problematic in light of the Commission’s clear 392 

preference to base ratemaking on the ECOSSs for individual rate zones as stated in its 393 
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Final Order for Docket No. 10-0517. Ameren’s approach is inconsistent with the 394 

Commission’s position on this issue. 395 

 396 

Q. Have you developed an alternative approach to allocate the revenue requirement 397 

among rate classes? 398 

A. Yes, I have developed an alternative proposal which consists of one approach for base 399 

revenues and a second for distribution taxes. For base revenues, I propose a two-stage 400 

approach that first allocates to the rate zones and second allocates within the rate zones to 401 

rate classes. 402 

 403 

 For allocation to the rate zones, I propose moving half the distance from equal 404 

percentage, across-the-board increases to fully cost-based revenue allocations for the 405 

three rate zones in the Company’s Rate Zone ECOSS. This approach, developed in the 406 

attached Schedule 14.04, presents revenues for each rate zone under: (a) an across-the-407 

board increase for each; and (b) fully cost-based rates for each zone. Then, my proposed 408 

revenues for individual rate zones would lie halfway between the two figures. My 409 

proposed allocations to the rate zones are shown on Schedule 14.04, page 1. 410 

 411 

 For allocation to the customer classes, I propose a two-step process. The first step 412 

removes distribution taxes from base rates for separate collection by an equal per-kWh 413 

charge on all usage by retail customers. The second step allocates the remaining base 414 

revenues to rate classes on an equal percentage, across-the-board basis. My proposed 415 

allocations to rate classes within rate zones are shown on Schedule 14.04, pages 2-4. 416 
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 417 

Q. Why are your proposals reasonable? 418 

A. The options are limited given the lack of viable ECOSSs to support revenue allocations to 419 

the rate classes within the three rate zones. The most reasonable and equitable approach 420 

in the absence of a useful cost foundation entails allocating base revenues to the rate 421 

classes on an equal percentage, across-the-board basis. When there is no reasonable cost 422 

justification for allocating a larger increase to one class than another, the most reasonable 423 

approach is to give all classes an equal percentage increase. 424 

 425 

Q. How do distribution taxes factor into your proposed class revenue allocations? 426 

A. The recovery mechanism adopted for distribution taxes affects the revenue allocations to 427 

the three rate zones. The current approach which limits the assessment of these taxes to 428 

larger customers produces a different allocation than charging all customers the same 429 

amount on a per-kWh basis because DS-4 customers are not equally distributed among 430 

the rate zones. 431 

 432 

Q. What approach do you propose for distribution taxes? 433 

A. I propose that the Commission move to full recovery of distribution taxes from all 434 

ratepayers in this docket through an equal per-kWh charge of .12803 cents/kWh applied 435 

to all kWhs delivered. The calculation of the charge is presented in the attached Schedule 436 

14.05. 437 

 438 
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 This approach will align the recovery of distribution taxes with their causation and make 439 

the Ameren approach consistent with the methodology the Commission approved for 440 

ComEd in its recent rate case, Docket No. 10-0467. In that case, the Commission stated: 441 

 442 

 In light of the Commission’s prior treatment of the Illinois Electricity Distribution 443 

Tax in the Ameren Order, the Commission adopts ComEd’s proposal to modify its 444 

rate design to provide a separate volumetric charge for the recovery of the Illinois 445 

Electricity Distribution Tax and uncollectible costs associated with the application of 446 

the tax for all of the reasons stated herein. (Final Order, May 24, 2011, p. 285)  447 

 448 

Q. How do your proposed allocations address uniformity between the rate zones? 449 

A. They actually move the rate zones closer to uniformity because that movement is 450 

consistent with results of the Rate Zone ECOSSs. As previously noted, the current rates 451 

for Rate Zone III are higher than the current rates for Rate Zones I and II. Since I accord 452 

the smallest increase for Rate Zone III of 4.85%, my proposal will bring the zone’s rate 453 

level closer to Rate Zones I and II which receive increases of 9.51 and 14.09%, 454 

respectively under my proposal and thereby advance the goal of uniform rate levels across 455 

the rate zones. 456 

 457 

Q. Does your proposal to recover distribution taxes through a single per-kWh charge 458 

to all ratepayers disproportionately impact large customers? 459 

A. Yes. It has a significant effect on a percentage basis because distribution taxes for many 460 

of these customers will be large compared with their other charges for distribution 461 

service. Schedule 14.04, pages 2-4 shows moderate increases in percentage terms for all 462 

rate classes, save DS-4. For that class, the increases range from 27.29% for Rate Zone III, 463 

to 34.79% for Rate Zone I and 47.44% for Rate Zone II.  464 
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 465 

 These percentage increases would appear to show that my proposal places an 466 

unreasonable burden on the DS-4 class. However, I do not believe that to be the case. 467 

First, even with my proposed increases, DS-4 customers in Rate Zones I and II would pay 468 

less than a half cent per kWh of electricity delivered, while they would pay .5161 cents 469 

per kWh in Rate Zone III on average. Furthermore, even for DS-4 customers in Rate Zone 470 

II receiving an average increase of 47.44%, that corresponds to an increase of only 1.5 471 

tenths of a cent per kWh. 472 

 473 

Q. How do these rates for DS-4 customers compare with distribution rates paid by 474 

High Voltage ComEd customers? 475 

A. They are significantly lower. In ComEd’s last rate case (Docket No. 10-0467), High 476 

Voltage customers paid an average of more than 2.6 cents/kWh 477 

($13,416,813/4,992,274,765 kWh
1
) for delivery service even before the higher rates went 478 

into effect as the result of the Final Order for Docket No. 10-0467. Thus, my proposed 479 

rates would peg the average price per kWh for DS-4 customers at less than 20% of the 480 

average price for customers in ComEd’s High Voltage class. 481 

 482 

Q. Why do you consider the two step process (removing distribution taxes from rate 483 

base and then allocating rate base revenues to rate classes) to be a reasonable 484 

approach? 485 

                                            
1
 $13,416,813 from Schedule E-5(a), p. 3 of 9; 4,992,274,765 kWh from ComEd Ex. 16.3, p. 2. 
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A. It serves two purposes. One, it advances the Commission’s clearly stated goal of 486 

separating distribution taxes from base revenues for recovery through a per-kWh charge. 487 

(Docket Nos. 09-0306, et al. (Cons.), Notice of Commission Action, June 15, 2010, p. 3; 488 

(Final Order, Docket No. 10-0467, May 24, 2011, p. 285) Second, the approach 489 

recognizes that in the absence of a useful cost foundation the fairest and most reasonable 490 

approach for allocating remaining costs is on an equal percentage, across-the-board basis. 491 

 492 

Q. How do you reconcile your proposal to allocate distribution taxes on a full cost basis 493 

with your proposal for gradual movement to costs in allocating base revenues? 494 

A. There are differences between the two sets of costs that support a different approach for 495 

each. For distribution taxes, it should be remembered that the change to an assessment 496 

based on usage resulted from passage of the 1997 Amendatory Act (35 ILCS 620/1a, P. 497 

90-561, eff. 1-1-98). The fact that DS-4 customers still do not pay their fair share of 498 

distribution taxes today means that they have received a subsidy from other ratepayers on 499 

these taxes for more than thirteen years. That translates into significant savings for large 500 

customers over the years because they paid a smaller share of distribution taxes. Given 501 

the benefits large customers have received over this time period it is only reasonable that 502 

at this late juncture they be required to pay their full share of these costs. 503 

 504 

Q. Has the Company made its own separate proposal for the recovery of distribution 505 

taxes? 506 

A. Yes. Ameren proposes to phase-in distribution taxes in three steps over a three year 507 

period. The first step at the end of this docket would “modestly” move DS-4 distribution 508 
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tax rates towards the rates paid by other rate classes. The second step in February 2013 509 

removes 50% of the subsidy to DS-4 customers and adjusts rates for other classes 510 

accordingly. Finally, in February 2014 the Ameren proposal would eliminate the 511 

remaining subsidy and assess the same distribution tax rate for all Illinois customers. 512 

(Ameren Ex. 13.0E, pp. 20-21) 513 

 514 

Q. How does the Company justify its proposal? 515 

A. Ameren focuses on the need to eliminate the subsidy associated with the tax. Ameren 516 

notes that an equity issue arises for rate classes that must subsidize DS-4 customers. The 517 

Company also notes that the under-collection of these costs for DS-4 customers means 518 

that it could incur losses if these customers add incremental load. Ameren further notes 519 

that the mismatch between collections and costs is inconsistent with the Commission’s 520 

characterization of the tax as a “pass-through” (Ameren Ex. 13.0E, p. 23) 521 

 522 

Q. How do you respond to these arguments? 523 

A. I agree with the arguments and I believe they provide further reason to eliminate the 524 

current subsidy associated with pass-through taxes.  525 

 526 

 However, I disagree with the Company’s proposed phase-in approach which adds two 527 

layers of complexity to the ratemaking process by revising rates for all rate classes two 528 

times outside the rate case process. The two additional rate adjustments proposed by 529 

Ameren could confuse ratepayers who might not understand why their rates are changing 530 

in both 2013 and 2014. 531 
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 532 

 Rate Design 533 

 534 

Q. Please describe Ameren’s proposed approach to rate design for this case. 535 

A. According to Ameren witness Jones, the Company plans “to maintain the rate design 536 

convention in effect today.” (Ameren Ex. 13.0E, p. 25) That includes setting meter 537 

charges “approximately equal” to cost; maintaining pricing uniformity across the rate 538 

zones for customer, meter and transformation charges and uniform changes to lighting 539 

fixture charges. (Ameren Ex. 13.0E, pp. 25-26) Mr. Jones contends that “[i]ndividual 540 

price changes are modest, and move toward the average cost for AIC. “ (Ameren Ex. 541 

13.0E, p. 26) 542 

 543 

Q. Turning to specific rates, what does Mr. Jones propose for Residential DS-1 544 

customer charges? 545 

A. He proposes that they be increased from $12.28 to $15.55 per month. Mr. Jones states 546 

that “[c]ombined with the Meter Charge, this represents a $3.00/month increase from 547 

$17.00/month to $20.00/month.  (Ameren Ex. 13.0E, p. 31) 548 

 549 

Q. Does Mr. Jones provide any explanation for this level of increase? 550 

A. He indicates that “the combined total of the Meter and Customer Charge was increased by 551 

an above average amount so that changes to variable Distribution Delivery Charges could 552 

be minimized.” (Ameren Ex. 13.0E, p. 31) Furthermore, in response to discovery, the 553 
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Company provided an additional justification for the monthly increase in fixed charges, 554 

stating: 555 

The rate design approach was first suggested by the Commission in the Order in 556 

Docket Nos. 07-0585 (cons.) (p. 281-282) and approved for present rates in 557 

Docket Nos. 09-0306 (cons.) (p. 266-267, 287). The Commission appeared to 558 

provide encouragement to continue movement toward a straight-fixed-variable 559 

rate design in its prior rate order, Docket Nos. 09-0306 (cons.) (p. 252).  (Ameren 560 

Response to PL 5.05(a)) 561 

 562 

 That DR Response is attached to my testimony as Attachment B. 563 

 564 

Q. What proposals does Mr. Jones make for Residential delivery charges? 565 

A. He proposes that they be increased on a uniform percentage basis. So, for example, he 566 

recommends that all Rate Zone I delivery charges be increased by 8.7% over current 567 

levels. The proposed increases for Rates Zones II and III are 3.9% and 2.7%, respectively. 568 

(Ameren Ex. 13.0E, p. 32) 569 

 570 

Q. What does Mr. Jones propose for Small General Service DS-2 customers? 571 

A. He also proposes significant increases in fixed charges for these customers. The 572 

combined meter and customer charge for secondary customers would rise from the 573 

current $22.24 to $26.45, an increase of $4.21. For non-secondary customers, those 574 

combined charges would rise from the current $304.78 to $363.45, an increase of $58.67. 575 

For delivery charges, he proposes equal percentage increases on all kWh as for residential 576 

customers that range from 11.5% to 6.9% to between 6.3 and 6.4% for Rate Zones I, II 577 

and III, respectively. (Schedule E-5) 578 

 579 
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Q. Please discuss the proposed rate design for DS-3 and DS-4. 580 

A. For customer charges, the Ameren proposal would maintain uniform customer charges 581 

between DS-3 and DS-4 and across the rate zones and reduce their levels below the 582 

current charges. While the Company does propose increases in meter charges, total fixed 583 

charges paid by these customers would be left at or below current levels. Thus, Ameren’s 584 

proposal for DS-3 and DS-4 customers diverges from its proposals for DS-1 and DS-2 585 

customers which include significant increases in their fixed charges. (Ameren Ex. 13.0E, 586 

pp. 38-39, Schedule E-5) Ameren provides no explanation for these differing approaches 587 

for large and small customers.  588 

 589 

 Ameren proposes to maintain the transformation charge at its current level of $0.65/kW 590 

(Ameren Ex. 13.0E, p. 39) and the reactive demand charge at $0.29/kVAR. (Ameren Ex. 591 

13.0E, p. 41) The demand charges were then adjusted to produce the desired class 592 

revenue requirement. (Ameren Ex. 13.0E, p. 42) 593 

 594 

Q. What is your overall opinion of the Company’s proposed delivery services rate 595 

design in this case? 596 

A. It is fundamentally flawed. 597 

 598 

Q. What is the basis for your opinion? 599 

A. The problem lies with the Rate Zone ECOSSs that Ameren prepared for the individual 600 

rate zones. As I have previously discussed, the Rate Zone ECOSSs suffer from 601 

fundamental flaws that render them unfit for ratemaking. Stated otherwise, the Company 602 
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has failed to establish that its Rate Zone ECOSSs accurately capture the cost of serving 603 

rate classes in the three rate zones. Thus, Ameren lacks a viable cost foundation for its 604 

proposed rate design in this case. 605 

 606 

Q. How does this deficiency undermine the ratemaking process? 607 

A. It prevents the Commission from pursuing the regulatory objectives identified in its Order 608 

for Docket No. 10-0517. In that Order the Commission clearly stated that the cost of 609 

service is an essential ingredient for the ratemaking process: 610 

In determining whether proposed rates are just and reasonable, the Commission 611 

considers (among other factors) the degree to which the proposed rates are cost-612 

based. (Final Order Docket No. 10-0517, March 15, 2011, p. p. 19) 613 

 614 

The Commission Order went on to discuss an issue which is central to the Company 615 

filing in this case, the movement toward uniform pricing. The Commission identified the 616 

costs that should be weighed in assessing the movement towards uniform pricing: 617 

While legally permissible for AIC to combine the legacy utilities, the Commission 618 

must still ensure that the customers of the legacy utilities are treated properly 619 

under any such consolidation. By combining the data and information of the 620 

legacy utilities as suggested in Proposal 5, by its own admission AIC gives no 621 

consideration to the historic costs which are the foundations of current rates. (Id., 622 

p. 20) 623 

 624 

The Commission reaffirmed the importance of zonal costs in addressing this issue by 625 

stating that “without knowing the actual cost of serving customers (or as best as is 626 

determinable in a typical rate case) in a particular rate zone, the Commission can not 627 

know whether the movement toward single-tariff pricing in any future rate case is 628 

appropriate.” (Id.) 629 

 630 
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 Ameren’s failure to demonstrate that its cost foundation by rate zone is reasonable creates 631 

a problem for the regulatory process. These are the costs that the Commission believes 632 

are necessary to determine the appropriate movement toward uniform pricing. In the 633 

absence of a reasonable cost foundation it is not clear how the Commission can be 634 

expected to make progress towards this goal. 635 

 636 

Q. Does this shortcoming raise broader rate design issues? 637 

A. Yes. It affects the entire rate design process. If the cost foundation is problematic, that 638 

leaves only non-cost factors as a basis for rate design and it is not evident what non-cost 639 

factors should be taken into consideration for the design of delivery service rates. 640 

 641 

Q. Have you developed an alternative rate design approach to deal with Ameren’s 642 

failure to establish that the cost foundation by rate zone is reasonable? 643 

A. Yes. I have developed an alternative ratemaking approach that takes these shortcomings 644 

into account. 645 

 646 

Q. What specific proposals do you make regarding rate design? 647 

A. I propose to apply an across-the-board, equal percentage increase on all existing base rate 648 

charges for all retail classes within each individual rate zone to produce my proposed 649 

revenue increase for the rate zone as a whole. Under this revenue allocation proposal, 650 

customer, meter, delivery, transformation and remaining charges for Rate Zone I 651 

customers would all increase by approximately 9.5%. Similarly, charges in Rate Zone II 652 

would rise by approximately 12.3%. For Rate Zone III, the charges would increase by 653 
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approximately 5.0%. My proposed rates under the Company’s proposed revenue 654 

requirement for Rate Zones I, II and III are presented in the attached Schedules 14.06, 655 

14.07 and 14.08, respectively. 656 

 657 

Q. Have you prepared any analyses of bill impacts for residential DS-1 customers 658 

under your proposed rates? 659 

A. Yes, I have prepared bill impact analyses for residential customers in Rate Zones I 660 

(Schedules 14.09-14.11), II (Schedule 14.12) and III (Schedules 14.13-14.14). Because of 661 

my proposed across-the-board approach, all residential customers within each zone 662 

receive percentage increases comparable with the increase for the zone as a whole. 663 

 664 

Q. Have you also prepared a set of bill impacts for DS-4 customers? 665 

A. Yes. I have prepared a set of bill impacts for these customers for the price of both 666 

delivery and supply based on the assumption that those customers pay only 2 cents per 667 

kWh of supply. The purpose of this exercise is to show that even under the assumption of 668 

a low supply cost the increase in overall electricity costs for these customers resulting 669 

from my proposal will be comparable to other rate classes. My bill impact analyses for 670 

DS-4 customers in Rate Zone I are contained in the attached Schedules 14.15-14.17. The 671 

analyses for Rate Zone II are in Schedules 14.18-14.20. The Rate Zone III analyses are in 672 

Schedules 14.21-14.23. 673 

 674 

Q. Why do you consider this approach to be reasonable? 675 

A. In a situation with no reasonable cost foundation for rate design, it is difficult to argue 676 
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that one charge be increased by more or less than other charges faced by customers. The 677 

equitable approach for customers would be to raise their charges by an equal percentage 678 

amount. 679 

 680 

Q. By applying different percentage increases to charges for the three rate zones 681 

wouldn’t your proposal have the effect of moving away from uniformity for 682 

individual charges? 683 

A. Yes, it would. However, I believe uniformity is a non-issue for ratepayers. While they are 684 

all concerned about the level of their bills, I have not seen any evidence that ratepayers in 685 

a particular rate zone care whether they pay the exact same customer, meter or 686 

transformation charges as customers in another rate zone. 687 

 688 

 I believe uniformity in rate charges is most important to the Company. In this case 689 

Ameren bears the responsibility to provide the cost foundation for moving to uniformity. 690 

Given the deficiencies in their ECOSSs for this proceeding Ameren has not fulfilled that 691 

responsibility. Further, the Company apparently did not have sufficient incentive to 692 

prepare accurate ECOSSs in this case. If Ameren comes to understand that further 693 

progress depends on the quality of its cost studies, that will incent Ameren to provide 694 

more reasonable studies in future cases. 695 

 696 

Q. Is there any additional consideration that guides your proposal? 697 

A. Yes. The failure to establish a reasonable cost standard is a problem of the Company’s 698 

own making. The Rate Zone ECOSSs present less detail than the comparable studies 699 
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Ameren prepared in previous cases when the Company maintained separate cost 700 

information for the AmerenCIPS, AmerenCILCO and AmerenIP service territories. The 701 

lack of data arises because Ameren decided on its own to no longer maintain this level of 702 

cost detail. This denies the Commission access to reliable cost information that is 703 

essential for the ratemaking process. So, the problem arises not because Ameren was 704 

unable to maintain this cost information but rather, because Ameren chose not to do so. 705 

 706 

Q. What do you conclude from this discussion? 707 

A. It is important to signal to the Company that ratemaking remains the province of the 708 

Commission and it is unacceptable for Ameren to take preemptive measures that limit the 709 

Commission’s range of action. 710 

 711 

Q. If the Commission were to approve a revenue requirement lower than the 712 

Companies propose, how would you recommend your rates be adjusted? 713 

A. In that case, I would recommend that all my proposed charges to recover base revenues 714 

for retail customers be reduced on an equal percentage basis to conform to the revenue 715 

requirement for each rate zone adopted by the Commission at the end of this proceeding. 716 

This equal percentage approach should not be extended to costs associated with 717 

distribution taxes. Under all scenarios those costs should be removed in their entirety 718 

from the revenue requirement for separate recovery through an equal charge applied to all 719 

kWhs delivered for retail customers to maintain consistency with the approach adopted in 720 

the ComEd case.  721 

 722 
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Q. Does this complete your prepared direct testimony? 723 

A. Yes, it does. 724 


